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ABSTRACT
Liquid crystals are a unique phase of matter that resemble a state between a solid and liquid.
Within these properties, liquid crystal molecules have the ability to align and create layers. From
this phenomenon, many electro-optical effects can be investigated, such as measuring the tilt
angle between molecules at different temperatures and applied electric fields and also measuring
the birefringence, which is a unique property of liquid crystals in which the index of refraction of
the sample behaves differently along different axes. In order to better understand these electrooptical effects, we designed a more precise protocol of measuring this data. This procedure
includes manipulating polarizing filters and measuring the transmitted light intensities with a
camera attached to the microscope. From this, we can more successfully analyze the electroclinic
effects of liquid crystal displays. For instance, we analyzed the phase transition of an unusual "de
Vries" smectic liquid crystals. The phase transition for this material was found to be consistent
with mean field theory near a second-order continuous phase transition.

1. INTRODUCTION
Liquid crystals are a delicate substance of nature that are sensitive to their surroundings, depicted
in Figure 1. This property makes them useful for making low powered computer displays, such
as flat screen TVs, cell phone screens, and computer screens. These appliances are more
commonly known as liquid crystal displays (LCDs). Liquid crystals are also found in many
biological systems and have useful applications.
Liquid crystals are a unique phase of matter that fall outside of the three traditional phases of
matter—solid, liquid, gas. The traditional phases of matter have distinct properties and obvious
phase transition, such as an ice cube melting into liquid or liquid being evaporated into vapor.
The phase transition to a liquid crystal is more subtle. As its name implies, a liquid crystal phase
is between a crystalline solid and a liquid, shown in Figure 2a. A liquid crystal flows like a liquid
but has orientational order like a solid.
Furthermore, there are several different structures and phases within the liquid crystal state of
matter, which makes the field so vast. The phase transitions within a liquid crystal are much
more subtle and challenging to observe. Therefore, to distinguish between liquid crystal phases,
we define different orientational orders using certain order parameters. For instance, we use the
! director and the layer normal ! (sometimes referred as !) director to distinguish between
different phases within liquid crystals. The ! director points along the average direction of the
molecules while the layer normal ! director points perpendicular to the layer surface, as shown in
Figure 2b. In other words, we define and measure an order parameter in order to indicate a phase

Figure 1 A sample chemical structure of a liquid crystal molecule, a long carbon chain, which is typically simplified
into a rod.
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a)

b)

Figure 2a) Liquid crystal phase diagram related by temperature. 2b) Example of director ! and layer normal !
director with respect to liquid crystal sample.

transition. The order parameter is defined to be zero at a higher temperature than the phase
transition and nonzero after the phase transition, meaning the system gains more order as it cools
down.
One phase that exists is the nematic liquid-crystalline phase (“N”), which flows and isn’t stuck
like the other crystal phases. In the nematic phase, there is no long- range translational order, but
the long molecular axes tend to align more or less parallel to the director ! (Figure 3). Thus, we
have long-range orientational order with the director being the principal symmetry axis.
Although the constituent molecules may be polar, the states described by +! and -! are
physically indistinguishable, that is, it is sign invariant[1]. In ordinary nematics, there is full
rotational symmetry around !.
Another type of phase that exists is the smectic phase, which forms on average equidistant plane
layers like a bookshelf within the LC sample of a certain period d (smectic layer spacing or
thickness), typically 2-4 nm[1]. In the family of smectic phases, the long-range orientational order
is preserved but the full translational symmetry of the nematic state is broken in at least one
direction. The various types of smectic phases are thus all signified by some translational order
in one dimension, along the ! smectic layer normal. Furthermore, there are many different
subcategories of smectic phases, such as SmA, SmB, SmC, and more. The transition that we are
most interested in is the smectic A (SmA) to smectic C (SmC) phase transition (Figure 3). The
SmA phase is considered to have orientational and positional order within the layers. In SmA,
the axes of orientational and translational order coincide, thus the ! and ! directors are parallel to
each other (Figure 3). Like N, the ordinary SmA phase is uniaxial with full rotational symmetry

Figure 3 Schematics of Smectic layer phases with ! and ! directors.
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Figure 4 The geometry of SmC, which is illustrated by a tilt cone in which each molecular rod tilts and rotates
within. The tilt cone contains information about the ! and ! directors, tilt plane, tilt angle !, azimuth angle φ, and
[1]
polarization Ps if the molecules are chiral .

about ! and !. When the SmA phase transitions to the SmC phase, the molecules spontaneously
pick a direction to tilt and form a tilt angle, which is the angle between the ! director and the
layer normal ! director. The geometry of the SmC phase can be thought of as a tilt cone in which
the molecular rods tilt about, depicted in Figure 4. In the SmC phase, orientational and smectic
translational order are observed along different axes in space. The director ! is tilted with respect
to the layer normal ! by the tilt angle !. The director tilt breaks the full rotational symmetry
about !. Hence, SmC is biaxial while SmA and N phases are uniaxial[1]. The tilt can be induced
with a drop in temperature or with an electric field, referred to as the electroclinic effect. Our
experiments conducted focus on studying the unique SmA-C transition.

1.2 De Vries Liquid Crystals
When the molecules tilts by ! in the SmA to SmC phase transition, we expect the layers to shrink
by a factor of cos! (Figure 5). Since the molecules are considered to be anchored along the glass
substrate surfaces, with SmA layer spacing dA—length of the molecule, L, and SmC layer
spacing dC < dA (dC = dAcos !)), when the layers shrink in the tilt transition, the layers must
buckle into a chevron geometry, shown in Figure 6. This results in a chevron defect pattern of
zigzag lines along the sample. The formation of chevron zigzags degrades the quality of any
electro-optical device. Most materials do this, which is not ideal for LCDs. Ideally, the solution
to this problem is to find materials that do not exhibit this layer shrinkage in their tilted states,
which exist.
We study a rare type of liquid crystal, called the de Vries liquid crystal—discovered by Adriaan
de Vries in 1979[2]—which mysteriously doesn’t shrink in the SmA-C phase transition. This is an
unusual property, which has the potential to be useful in LCD applications and leads to better
quality LCDs. Interestingly enough, the de Vries liquid crystal also doesn’t have a nematic

Figure 5 Naïve picture of typical layer shrinkage that occurs in the smA-C transition, which de Vries materials so
[1]
not exhibit .
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Figure 6 Due to Smectic layer shrinkage, a SmA sample confined to two glass substrates in the bookshelf geometry
[1]
6a) will buckle into the chevon geometry 6b) when it transitions to SmC phase .

phase. They are a strange and unique type of liquid crystal and there is still controversy and
interest in understanding the behavior since de Vries materials are useful.
Experimental confirmation that de Vries materials do not experience layer shrinkage were found
when measuring the layer spacing of a nonchiral compound 3M 8422 and comparing the
measurements to the expected layer shrinking[1], shown in Figure 7. This measurement confirms
that materials classified as de Vries types have negligible layer shrinkage.
It is not well understand why de Vries materials do not experience layer shrinkage while other
materials do. Later investigations found the naïve notion that dA"L was seriously flawed since
the layer spacing was actually found to be 5-10% smaller than the length of the molecule[1]. An
alternative model of the SmA and SmC phases was postulated that the molecules within the
smectic layers are permanently tilted in time, Figure 8, called the non-correlation model. This
means that the SmA molecules are also tilted within the tilt cone, but in several random
directions that average out for the ! director to point along the ! director. The randomization of
the tilt directions leads to an optically uniaxial structure with the optical axis along !, as required
for SmA[1]. This model also explains the experimental finding of dA < L.
Recently, there have been four modern models developed to explain the de Vries transition,
which include the non-correlation model[2], the symmetric[1], asymmetric[1], and titled diffuse
cone model[3,4]. The non-correlation model relates to a special type of SmA phase which may not
exist, whereas the latter three models relate to normal SmA phases.

Figure 7 The experimentally measured layer spacing d (!) of the nonchiral compound 3M 8422 is compared to the
[1]
layer spacing that would be expected according to dC = dAcos! (") .
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Figure 8 The SmA-C transition according to the non-correlation model, in which there is constant layer thickness
[1]
due to the molecules being permanently tilted .

1.3 TILT ANGLE
The tilt angle is a useful measurement to make from a liquid crystal sample. The tilt angle is
defined to be the angle between the ! director and layer normal ! director, as depicted in Figure
3. A tilt angle is created when the liquid crystal sample transitions from SmA to SmC, which
occurs when the molecules tilt around the tilt cone constructed in Figure 4. A tilt angle can be
induced from either a drop in temperature or from an electric field, which is known as the
electroclinic effect.
The tilt angle is also useful in indicating when a phase transition occurs since the phase
transitions of a liquid crystal are more subtle. This is done by defining and measuring the tilt
angle as an order parameter, M. The tilt angle order parameter is used to distinguish between the
SmA to SmC phase transition since the difference in physical properties between SmA and SmC
phases are directly related to the director tilt. The system is considered to have zero order, M=0,
in the SmA phase and then to have a nonzero order, M#0, when it transitions to the SmC phase.
The major idea when creating order parameters is to define the order parameter so that it is zero
at a higher temperature than the phase transition and nonzero after the phase transition. This
implies that the system becomes more ordered as the system cools. Subsequently, the system
becomes more ordered when the liquid crystal sample transitions from SmA to SmC phase,
which makes sense since the molecules become more aligned.

1.4 BIREFRINGENCE
Liquid crystals exhibit birefringence due to the elongated rod shape of a liquid crystal molecule.
This means that the molecules within a liquid crystal sample have two optical axis, a slow axis
along the long side of the molecule and a fast axis along the short end of a molecules, shown in
Figure 9a. Polarized light can travel along the fast or slow axis. The fast axis has a low index of
refraction, n1, while the slow axis has a high index of refraction, n2. The difference between these
two indices of refraction divide the transmitted light wave since polarized light propagates more
quickly along the fast axis and more slowly along the slow axis. Therefore, the birefringence, $n,
arises from the difference between the two indices of refraction along the biaxial molecules,
!" ! ! !! ! ! !! (1), shown in Figure 9b.
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a)
b)
Figure 9a) Liquid crystals have a slow axis and fast axis along their biaxial molecules. 9b) Polarized light
propagating through a liquid crystal sample, which exhibit birefringence due to the biaxial molecules splitting the
light along their fast and slow axis.

The birefringence can also be defined as an order parameter and is used to distinguish the
transition from isotropic to nematic. The order is defined to be zero at the isotropic phase and
nonzero when transitioned to the nematic phase, again with the idea that the system increases
order as it cools from a liquid phase to a liquid crystal phase.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
2.1 POLARIZED MICROSCOPE DESIGN
Since the beginning of liquid crystal research, phase transitions have been detected by polarizing
microscopy since these transitions are related to changes in the birefringence and/or the
orientation of the optical axes of the sample. In general, liquid crystal phase transitions are
reflected by distinct singularities in the intensity vs. temperature, I(T), plots and transitions are
easily observed in the aligned and non-aligned samples as discontinuous steps or as abrupt
changes in the slope of the I(T) curves [5].
The microscope set up used in our laboratory, depicted in Figure 10a, mainly utilizes two crossed
polarizers, denoted as the polarizer and analyzer. The liquid crystal sample is contained in a cell
made of two glass substrates, which resides in a temperature-controlled oven placed on a rotating
stage. Additional important components of the microscope set up include a light source at the
base of the microscope, a monochromatic interference filter placed above the light source, a
compensating crystal used for birefringence measurements, and finally a camera recording the
transmitted light intensity from the sample which gets recorded on the computer. More
specifically, “cells were observed using polarized optical microscopy on an Olympus CX31-P
microscope with rotating stage, Olympus InfinityW-IC camera system and a removable Berek
compensating crystal. The Cells were mounted in a custom-made oven with a temperature
stability of ±.1°C[6].” The two main measurements we chose to focus on are the tilt angle and
birefringence since they are related to phase transitions.
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a.)
b.)
Figure 10a) Polarized microscope schematic, which includes L = light source, M = monochromator (interference
filter), P = polarizer, S = liquid crystal sample on rotating stage in copper oven, A = analyzer, C = compensating
crystal, and lastly a camera that records the transmitted light intensity from the sample which gets recorded on the
computer. 10b) Liquid crystal cell, with sample between two glass slides with ITO (indium tin oxide) and nylon
coating.

2.2 LIQUID CRYSTAL CELL DESIGN
A liquid crystal sample is contained in a cell, which is placed under the microscope in order to be
analyzed. The cell is made up of two glass slides with the liquid crystal sample sandwiched
between those two plates, Figure 10b. If an electric field is going to be applied to the sample,
ITO (indium tin oxide) slides with “T” and “U” substrates need to be used. If no electric field is
needed, regular glass slides will suffice. Additionally, the slides are dipped into a nylon and
methanol solution in order for grooves to be scratched into the nylon layer so that the molecules
line up along the grooves, creating better alignment. The thickness between the slides can be
measured using an ocean optics spectrometer.
The cell can be filled with liquid crystals by using a syringe to inject a small amount of sample
in-between the glass slides when the cell is heated to the isothermic threshold of the material on
a heating plate to ensure the material is in a liquid state. The cell can then be used once the
sample has cooled to room temperature. The specific liquid crystal sample used in this
experiment was the 3M 8422 material shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Molecular structure and phase sequence of the studied material in this experiment[7].
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a.)
b.)
Figure 12a) An extinction point occurs when the molecule is aligned along the polarizer. A maximum point occurs
when the molecule is oriented 45° to the polarizer. 12b) To find the birefringence, after a maximum point is found
along the stage, a compensating crystal is then inserted into the microscope to which it is rotated until an extinction
point occurs.

2.3 OLD EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The procedures to measure the tilt angle or birefringence in the lab started with the main
technique of crossing the two polarizers and rotating the sample along the stage to find extinction
points—minimum intensity given from the computer—which occurs when the molecules are
aligned with the polarizer, Figure 12a. A maximum point—maximum intensity given from the
computer—occurs when the molecules are oriented 45° to the polarizer.
In further detail, to measure the tilt angle, first start by crossing the polarizers and rotating the
stage until an extinction point occurs, !1. Then with a voltage source connected to two leads on
the cell, switch direction of the applied electric field, known as electro-optical switching, and
find the new extinction point, !2. From the angles measured from the rotating stage, the tilt angle
! is given by ! ! !!! ! ! !! !!! (2). The tilt angle can be compared over a temperature range

Figure 13 Screen shot of Austin Haven’s MATLAB program.
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and/or an applied voltage range. An applied voltage induces the molecules to tilt more or tilt if
they aren’t in the SmC phase.
Additionally, to measure the birefringence in more detail, begin by crossing the polarizers and
rotating the stage to find a maximum point. However, now a compensating crystal is inserted
into the microscope in which an extinction point is found by rotating the compensating crystal in
either direction of its 30° range, Figure 12b. The birefringence of the crystal exactly compensates
for the birefringence of the sample.
The computer software used to analyze the liquid crystal samples was developed by former Cal
Poly student Austin Havens. This software technique involves a camera connected to the
microscope that feeds the computer intensity measurements, to which maximum and minimum
light intensities are recorded. Furthermore, due to poor alignment in the liquid crystal samples, a
small rectangular region of good alignment can be selected using this software for improved
measurements, shown in Figure 13. This program gives a real-time measurement of the intensity
of a chosen region of the sample image from the camera.

2.4 NEW EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The task of rotating the stage to find several extinction and maximum points in the old
experimental procedure is tedious and laborious; therefore a new experimental procedure was
recently designed with the goal to improve the old procedure by automating the data collection
process to increase the accuracy and certainty of the measurements. This procedure is modeled
from A. Saipa and F. Giesselmann’s high resolution temperature scanning technique for optical
studies of liquid crystal phase transitions:
“An attachment to the microscope of an automated temperature scanning device,
containing computer-controlled hot stage with a temperature sensor, and a photodiode to
measure the transmitted light intensity, offers a simple but powerful technique to detect
even these subtle paramorphotic transitions by measuring distinct singularities in the
temperature dependence of the transmitted light intensity [5].”

This temperature scanning technique can be used to measure the optical tilt and birefringence in
a SmA-C transition with high temperature resolution by scanning the sample transmission at
various orientations of the polarizer and analyzer [5]. Haven’s MATLAB software technique is
still used as the means of retrieving the transmitted light intensity by selecting a well-aligned
domain of the sample. The light intensity transmitted from the sample (thickness d, birefringence
$n) between polarizer and analyzer, with % being the angle between the polarizer and optical
axis and & being the angle between the polarizer and analyzer, is give by:
! ! ! !! !"# ! ! ! !"#!!"#$! ! ! ! !"#!

!"#$
!

This process exploits four different orientations of the polarizer, analyzer, and sample. These
four orientations and resultant light intensities include:

(3)
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(1) % = !, & = '/2: Polarizer is aligned with smectic layer normal (% = !) and the analyzer
is crossed with the polarizer (& = '/2). This gives a resulting light intensity I1:
!"#$

!! ! ! !! !"#! !!!"#!

(4)

!

(2) % = '/4 + !, & = '/2: Smectic layer normal at 45° angle to polarizer (% = '/4 + !)
while crossed with the analyzer (& = '/2). This gives a resulting light intensity I2:
!! ! ! !! !"# ! !!!"#!

!"#$

(5)

!

(3) % = !, & = 0: Polarizer is aligned with smectic layer normal (% = !) and parallel to the
analyzer (& = 0). This gives a resulting light intensity I3:
!! ! ! !! ! ! !"#! !!!"#!

!"#$
!

(6)

(4) % = '/4 + !, & = 0: Smectic layer normal at 45° angle to polarizer (% = '/4 + !) while
polarizer is parallel to the analyzer (& = 0). This gives a resulting light intensity I4:
!! ! ! !! ! ! !"# ! !!!"#!

!"#$
!

(7)

To eliminate our unknown variable I0 we derive these transmission values:
!! ! !

!!

(8) and !! ! !

! !!!!

!!

! !!!!

(9).

When the analyzer and polarizer are crossed, & = '/2, this prevents light from passing through the
polarizers creating a light intensity minimum. When the polarizers are uncrossed, & = 0, that
allows for the most amount of light to pass through the polarizers creating a light intensity
maximum. Any change in the transmission is directly related to changes in the tilt ! and/or the
birefringence $n. The tilt angle is calculated from the transmission ratio:
!

! ! ! !"#$!%

!

!! !
!!

(10)

The birefringence $n is calculated from the transmission sum:
!

!" ! !" !"#$%&!!! ! ! !! !!!!

(11)

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
3.1 LANDAU’S MEAN FIELD THEORY
There are two theoretical approaches to describe the de Vries behavior—critical fluctuation
theory and Landau’s mean field theory. Critical fluctuation theory states that fluctuations occur
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in the order parameter for a small region near phase transitions. Landau’s mean field theory also
describes the behavior of an order parameter near a phase transition and states that the molecules
behave in some average way. Studying these two competing theories can be convoluted since
predictions of both theories may be valid in different temperature ranges or there could even be
cross over between the two theories in certain temperature ranges.
Landau’s simple theoretical model of the behavior of phase transitions is useful because
understanding and describing these subtle phase transitions is incredibly challenging and not
obvious. Furthermore, Landau’s theory describes the energy of the system to depend on an order
parameter, M. The order parameter used for the SmA-C phase transition is the tilt angle. We use
this to describe how tilt angle depends on the reduced temperature.
The Landau expansion of free energy is:
!
!
!
! ! ! !! ! ! !"!! ! ! !!! ! ! !!!
(13)
where t is the reduced temperature, M is the order parameter, and the remaining parameters are
constants. The reduced temperature is define to be ! ! !! ! !!" !!!!" (14), where TAC is the
temperature at the SmA-C transition. Landau’s free energy plot is shown in Figure 14a for
reduced temperatures below, above, and at the phase transition.
Our goal is to derive an order parameter to depend on the reduced temperature. The order
parameter is small near the phase transition; therefore we do a Taylor expansion to derive our
landau free energy expansion model. Subsequently, we only keep lower terms and even terms
since ! is symmetrical. We define our order parameter in a way that a phase transition occurs
when M goes from zero to nonzero and when the constant a changes signs. The constant a is
linearly related to the reduced temperature. Again, our goal is to derive an order parameter to
depend on reduced temperature. We do this by minimizing the free energy by taking the
derivative with respect to the order parameter and solve for M. As a generic result, we get
!

! ! !!!!! (15) for this particular order parameter derivation, where 1/2 is called our critical
exponent, (. A theoretical plot of this order parameter vs. reduced temperature is shown in
Figure 14b.
In addition to the derivation mentioned above, mean field theory yields three types of theoretical
phase transitions. These phase transitions include 1st order discontinuous, 2nd order continuous,

a.)

b.)
Figure 14a) Order parameter vs. reduced temperature. 14b) Free energy vs. order parameter.
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and a tricritical phase transition, which is a transition in between a continuous and discontinuous
transition. These phase transitions are categorized by the critical exponent, (. The critical
exponent associated with the growth of the order parameter ! for the SmA-C transition for
temperatures below the transition is (, where a power law behavior is expected[6]:
!!!! ! ! for t < 0.
(16)
Mean field theory predicts (=.5 for a second-order transition, (=.25 for a tricritical transition,
and no exponent for a first-order transitions since it is a discontinuous transition.

4. DATA ANALYSIS
Through the new experimental procedure, the transmitted light intensity measured by Haven’s
software was used to calculate the tilt angle and birefringence by equations 10 and 11,
respectively. Resultant plots of the tilt angle vs. temperature and birefringence vs. temperature
are shown in Figure 15a and Figure 15b, respectively.
The area of interest in the analysis is the SmA-C phase transition. This transition can be observed
from the dip in the tilt angle and birefringence plots in Figure 15b, which was found to be at
41.4°C for this particular data run. The critical exponent can then be calculated by taking a small
region of the tilt angle plot below the transition temperature and taking the natural logarithm of
that range and plotting it against the natural logarithm of the absolute value of the reduced
temperature, shown in Figure 16. The critical exponent is the slope of the plot in Figure 16,
which was found to be .50268 for that specific temperature range. A critical exponent of .5
indicates that the phase transition was consistent with mean field theory near a second-order
phase transition.

a.)

b.)
Figure 15a) Tilt angle vs. Temperature plot. 15b) Birefringence vs. Temperature plot.
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Figure 16 Plot used to determine the critical exponent, (=.50268.

5. CONCLUSION
In summary, liquid crystals are a unique phase of matter with strange phase behaviors that are
still trying to be understood and theorized by scientists. Liquid crystals are an important subject
of study because they have many useful technological applications, especially de Vries type
liquid crystals with no layer shrinkage. In our laboratory, we are still continuing to refine our
new experimental technique with analyzing the different light intensity transmissions from
different orientations of the polarizers in the microscope.
Two approaches were taken to analyze the de Vries behavior—critical fluctuation theory and
Landau’s mean field theory. Critical fluctuation theory was not found to be consistent with our
data since it can only explain fluctuations for a very small degree range and our data showed
fluctuations for a very large range—approximately 15°. Critical fluctuations are restricted to a
narrow temperature range due to smectics possessing a large tilt correlation length that reduces
fluctuations[9]. A better theoretical model to describe our findings is Landau’s mean field theory.
Landau’s theory fits our data more accurately and our phase transition was found to be near a
second-order continuous transition for the 3M 8422 material analyzed in this experiment. In fact,
Landau’s mean field model can better describe experimental studies of the transition for many
smectic materials[8-9].
Furthermore, the critical exponent is used to classify phase transitions and subsequently the type
of material. This is significant because there is a limited amount of phase transitions that exist in
the universe. For instance, there is a large cross over between the phase behavior of liquid
crystals and semi-conductors. This is an important field of study because it is hoped that some
day phase behaviors of all materials can be analyzed and predicted by theoretical models.
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